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Hero is nn ohject lession that does not
prediction, ami sayH to the
What Will Result if a Gold Basis Is American people, if you had free coinage of silver it would affect the people
Maintained.
of the United Slates just as it does any
other
people, and the goldites cannot
KiimIitii NhIIoiih hikI Mexico Keiiilcrlin;
convert the position.
'ninil'lft mi ImpoHHlliln lici'iiime
reHt upon

They lluv

Vrv

Nllver.

No one can question the fact that failing prices in this country luis, created
great distress. Farms on an average are
not worth half as much as they were
twenty years ago. Farm products will
not sell for more than half as much as
they would twenty years ago. The factories of the country, except the few engaged in manufacturing structural iron
for
hiiildings in large cities
and electric machinery and bicycles are
closed or running on short time. The
fixed charges of the country have not
lieen diminished. The salaries of ollicers
are the same i thev were in greenback
times.- Consequently the state and federal ollicers furnish a tempting hrihe to
control legislature; and what is most
humiliating, the federal ollices are all at
t he disposal of the money trust to secure
votes in congress to carry outschemesof
oppression hy the gold comliination.

Those win) oppose free coinage have
nothing to show that it would lie injur-imhut predictions which lire not
founded in experience, and w hich are
most unreasonable. Besides, these predictions come from the came Het of men
thai have heen predicting ever since the
crime of 1873, to the effect that the
wor.-- i posible evil to the
couniry would
happen ii an attempt should lie made to
restore silver hy returning to the equal
coinage of the two metals. The silver
men, on the contrary, do not rely upon
prediction of w hat would hapien. They
point to facts.
First. Free coinage of silver equally
with gold during all the ages, and particularly during the whole existence of
this government up to 187:5 was most
lienelicial, and up to that time it was
conceded that silver was the more useThe government and the
are
ful money metal of the two. No goldite getting in deht more and more every
can point to any injury which was ever year as their products grow
cheaiicr
done hy free coinage of silver during the and cheaper, and they are compelled
thousands of years it was praliccd at the to continue to horrow inonev to pay inminis of the civilized world. We snv terest, on hnrrowed money money.
then, i he experience of mankind is The goldites .suguest no remedy hut
against the predictions of the goldites more delit and less money. Now, the
as to the effect of free coinage.
free coinage of silver would give us more
Second. In every country
where money. More money would give us
there is today free and unlimited coin- better prices, and hetter prices would
age of silver there is unexampled
y
enable us the
of the United
such prosperity as those count States to carry the load already saddled
ries never More enjoyed. The evi-- ! Umiii the industries of this country hy
deneu of this c. in isis in the increased the vile legislation awd administration
fililí nt ill.' silver standard countries, ' of the hist twenty years.
in the r;i..id neiv.-i.-i.f iiianiuci mires
To "Him up. there is every reu.siiii of
and in
improvements in .Mexico, experience and principle in favor ot the
Japan, a. id even in China; so much so free and unlimited coinage of
silver if
that the hi.glish consuls In the Orient the ohject is the prosH'rity of the jieo-phave reported to their government that
of the United States; hut if, on the
the advantage of China and Japan and contrary, the ohject to lie
obtained is
other silver standard countries is so more debt and less money and slavery,
great that the gold standard coun- the gold standard should lx maintained.
tries c.itino compete wiih them in man- We call upon the goldites to reflect
ufactures. They declare that in the upon the dangers ahead. It is estinear luiuiv, if the difference, of ex- - mated that the liond debts, including
change uiiiiiiiues and Europe and the government and corporated debts of the
United Stales remain on the gold stan- United States and Europe, are increasdard, the manufacturing industry of the ing at the rate of alMiut one thousand
world will lie conducted in the Orient. ni'lli n n vo:ir. Such a
svsiein must
a--
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that speedily. One
two things must hapten: There
must lie relief by the ' use- of silver to
give us more money, or repudiation must
come through hick of ability of the people to pay. The power to taxation has
about reached its limit, and when peo-plare exhausted by overtaxation, by
an overload of interest, by falling prices
which destroys the ability to pay, them
cuines repudiation, or revolution, and
perhaps both, to lie followed by anarchy
and ultimate depotism and slavery. If
thegoldites have any interest in preserving what they have, they will loosen their grasp and give the people an
opMirl unity to live and make money.
We connot expect, that England will
relax her grasp. Her statesmen declare
that, her colossal fabric of debt shall be
paid in gold, and to allow it to be paid
in anything else would liberate America
anil i,l her ilelihir nut inns
ilocs
not love this country, and having subjugated our tieoplc and made them
debtors, she declares that she
will hold them there, and who doubts
that she will if she can? Silver Knight.
('nine to an end and
of

e
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Traveling Man.

Mr. Ii. C, Wolf, of Washington, .Mo.,
writes that after taking Jrniuiiiniid's
Lightning Remedy for Itucuniatism lor
one week, the pain had almost left him
entirely. He slept belter, had no more
night sweats, and appetite was good.
He also wrote that he would not take
$11)0 for what the remedy had done for
him. There is no waiting weeks and
months to get satisfaction. The remedy
attacks the disease at once. Send $' to
the Jlrumuiond .Medicine Co,, 48 Maiden
Lane, New Yiuk, and the full month's
treatment of two large bottles will lie
sent to vou bv return express. Agents

Wauled.
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Tl the effect of ii Inn. halhlit L;if Vegas
Hot Springs, New Mexiei.. Iliher inrui.
of halhs may Ik- had there, all
benelic.ial in rheumatic troubles and diseases of the blood. The cool, dry, tonic
air of this resort is just the thing for
tired nerves, and there is nothing so
restful as New Mexico sunshine, esicci-all- y
when supplemenled by such line
service as is given at the Hotel Montezuma, reopened June 20. This famous inn
cannot be excelled anywhere in the
I

-

Southwest.
Hound-tri- p
excursion tickets on sale to
Las Vegas Hot Springs from principal
points.
Reached only over the Santa Fe
Route. For illustrated pamphlet and a
copy of "Land of Sunshine," address G.
T. Nicholson, (i. P. A., Monadnock
huildinir, Chieinm.
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THE EAGLE: WEDNESDAY,
MORE CATTLE

Farmers

ON FEED.

Stock to Flnre on Autumn Feed,
Not in a long time has the trade in
stackers and feeders created as much interest in such centers as Chicago, Omaha and Kansas City as at present. The
shortage in the number of young stock
available for the enormous crop of corn,
tells the story. Fanners are daily represented, and in their eagerness to secure thrifty young stock to place on autumn feed, and a little later on corn, are
at times paying prices as high as can I
realized for decent to really good beef
cattle. Whether the markets next winter ami spring will warrant this remains
to be seen, although in the main surroundings point to a good outlet for all
well finished stock.
Largely on account of the scarcity of
feed, well finished native cattle have
been in relatively small supply at market
for several months. As long ago as last
January this was pointed out by the
American Agriculturist, and the shortage
has been since emphasized from time to
time. The decline in marketing was due
to the gradual decrease in cattle supplies, and to that extent was natural.
Yet the lack of corn to feed was in no
small degree a factor. This year there
will be an abundance of corn, and cattld
which should have been marketed during the past six months will now go on
feed in addition to the regular normal
Hupply, suggesting an increase of fed
natives in the number available for the
next twelve months trade compared
with the reduced supply since last January. Present returns indicate at least
10 per cent, increase, though it is still
rather early to decide tho probable extent of feeding American
Securing;

OCTOBER

10, 1895.

Whitcomb.
Promptly at the hour, the grand lodge
proceeded to the hall of Temple lodge,
and, after marching around the lodge
room, the officers took their various
stations. The grand master then slated
the object of the meeting, when W. M.
Frank McKee, of the Temple lodge,
stated that the hall was completed, and
now only awaited the pleasure of the
grand lodge to dedicate it to masonry.
The grand lodge again assembled in
procession, and marched once arotiNd
the lodge, when the grand master, with
a cup of corn, dedicated the temple to
faith. The circuit of the lodge was
again made, and with a cup of wine the
hall was dedicated to hone. Once more
the circuit of the lodge was made, and
the grand master, with a i up i f oil, ded- icated to charity. After prayer by the
grand chaplain, the grand marshal an- nounced the temple dedicated according
the ancient rules and regulations of
the craft. Albuquerque Citizen.

District Attorney A. H. Harlloe is
pushing the matter of suits against delinquent tax payers in the two counties
of Grant and Dona Ana. Mr. Harlleo
proposed to disabuse the public mind of
the error that taxes are not collectable
and the next term of court will see a largo
number of property owners in court to
answer for back taxes.

The Fruit Mark Beetel,
New specimen of fruit destroyers are
constantly being discovered. The latest
is th fruit bark beetle, an immigrant
from Europe, It is said to be the worst
of all the vast arinv of insects with
U'hiMl flu nrrlnlriliula litivu tr oimAuxt
So fuHt has attacted the apple, pear!
peach and plum, and it goes about its
destructive work in a methodical ami
premeditative sort of way, which slowly

October 25th.

The city council at its monthly meeting instructed the purchase of 250 feet of
the Red Cross brand of fire hose from
the Eureka company and 2Ó0 feet of the
Rally brand from the Mineralized Rub
ber company at 70 cents per foot for
each brand. This will provide the fire
department with amnle hose for effective
work.

The Silver City social club ha elected
the following officers for tho winter
season : W. H. Newcomb,
president;
William Laizure, vice president; Rax-t- o
tcr Bishop, secretary and taaasurer; .1.
J. Sheridan sergeant-at-armThe first
dance will be held on the evening of
s.

The members of the Episcopal church
have succeeded in raising the fueds
necessary to the finishing of the interior
of their edifice and the work will be
pushed forward and completed before
the cold weather sets in. Contractor
Black will have the work in charge.

Jefferson Reynolds, the Las Vegas
banker, was in Silver City last week
looking over the White Signal camp and
but eventually kills the tree.
investigating the (ialioa
espec'allv
First it bores straight into the bark,
He was m cli
then makes a burrow lengthwise, and Alexander properly.
lays its eggs inside the borings. When pleased with the showing and a siuc is
improbable.
these hatch, the larve eat the wood un- lint at
der the bark, and when grown go on
1) i You Want it (looil lunch.
with the work of boring, someiiiues
A first c ass ranch in the vicimiy of
deep into the chrysalis state, and tii.ally Aztec San Juan Co,, N. M., offered li a
emerge through the holes in the hark bargain, Farm tools and stock included.
full grown. When all this has hap- Sheep taken as part payment. If you
mean business, Tim Kmi'i.k, Silver City,
pened, a man begins to wonder what is N. M., is prepared to give you a bargain.
MASONIC DEDICATION.
the matter with the tree, and attributes Write now for particulars.'
its damaged state to blight, which, by
The New Hull of Temple Lo(Ik
the way, is a term often covering iiiutiv
ApproCoin's llnaiii'ial series is worth rending,
"Coin's I'inat c'ml School,'' "A Tale of
priately !eli-ntel- ,
inexplicable ami known
diseases.
Two Nations" or "Coin up loDale" may
Last evening, the beautiful new hall Farm and Orchard.
be obini'ied t Tnii Kaoi.k oiliee free by
of Temple lodge,;No. 6, was opened to
imyii.g a year's subscription lo 'J'n :
Farmers on the Mimbres are busily li.Mii.K advance.
the inspection of the public, and for tho
The Imoks sell a !!"
in
in harvesti g their cr
.
cents each.
invited guests to witness the impres- e
sive dedication ceremonies, a conducted
by the grand lodge. The grand lodge The
CLARK- met in the banquet hall, with the following Alices in the different chairs:
WH'TSON-LEITC- H
M.W.G. M...T. J. Kelly; lit. W. D.
(i. M., J. II. Wroth; acting Ht. W. ti.
S W., J. McMurrav; lit. W. G. J. W
C.D.Stevens; Ut. W. ft. S A. A.
Keem ; Rt. W. ft. T., F. H. Kent;
g
G. S. D., John Poe; acting G. J.
EL '.ISO, TEXAS,
AUWQUERQVE, N. M.,'
I ., P. Curran ;
11!) Su ii Fi tintineo Si.
grand stewards, Ben
03 Uitilriiad Airr'ie,
Sehutz and Mr. Sutherland;
grand
81,11 ri'lmh,
B00'1
'
monthly pavments.
chaplain, W. D. Clayton ; acting grand
Un ,H'i,,r ',!,'
''""I"" with horn they havo dealt.
lecturer, C. H. Sporleder , Brand mar- o( 1immí ,
Tl
rant, nnnnt.v utfnn.1,,,1 tn
shal, C.
Leichaiu; grand tvler, A. M
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, Twin y
act-in-

i.

MUSICGO.
"W
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Newsy Notes of Happenings
Local.
A

GrUt of ltH(litl)l

Varugraphn

MiollUI Not )! OviTliiokfil
Hv Our

Purely

Which

Deputy Sheriff McAfee h a lute addition to the bicyclist in Silver City.

Collector A. B. Laird is making regu
lar trips to the precincts for the purpose
of collecting taxes for the present year,
in pursuance to the legal reciuinnents of
the recent statute.
It is understood that change of time on
the Santa Fe will not take place until
the latter end of the month, as the railroad officials here have not yet
ollicial instructions.
A special train, carrying Superintendent Prey and other odicials of the Santa Fe cmne in Thursday evening in order
that the work on the new depot building
might be carefully looked over.
Rehearsals for the presentation of
"Little Golden Locks' are being held
daily and the affair promises to be an
uniualitied success. The l)est musical
talent in Silver City will take part.
Silver City club will give a special
dance on Friday Oct 25th. Tickets ad- miting gentleman and lady one dollar.
Apply to
Baxtkh Bishop,
Secretary
1'ontollice.

TIIOH6

Hunk

CllHl'H.

large part, if not all, of the litigation
now on the court docket, in which the
defunct First National Banks of Silver
City and Deming are parties, will be
disposed of at the coming November
term of court in this county, Judge Bantz
having arranged with Judge Hamilton
to come down from the second district
and sit in the cases in which he was
formerly attorney,' and as Judge Bunt,
represented the banks just previous to
his appointment to the bench, these
cases comprise a large number of the
ones which will be set for trral.
A

Gramma grass íh coming in and the
quantity appear to lie unlimited.
The members oí the Methodist church
w ill give a social in the near future.
II. B. Muse is assisting J. J. Mc.Ewen
during the absence of Mr. AVindridge.
Applicants for the position of city
niarshall are quite numerous to say the
least.
Sieve Uhle will not begin construction
on his new business block until the
spring.
George D. Ilauser, E. L. Oakes, Miss
The social season in Silver City this Maud Knuckey and Lida Mcintosh have
inter promises to lit! an unusually organized a quartette and some fine
lively oi.e.
singing can be expected during the winter
The resillar fall roundup covering the from these well known Silver City voJ sear
Creek countrv was begun last calists.
Thursday.
Fung Yeung & Co., is the linn name
City Treasurer Abrahams has been of a general merchandise business es- allowed a salary of $"0 per year by the tablished on Billiard street, aliove Kel-cicouncil.
ley's harness shop. They carry everv- Wilüam Hi vers, who has been con- - """IS necessary for a well equipped busi
fined to his home by illness is once more ness. Look out for their add in The
Kaoi.k. '
up and about.
Frank L. Story, th popular mail
Until FURTHER NOTICE
Mr. McEwen is the name of the mail
for
wife
his
left
by
clerk,
accompanied
clerk who has taken Frank Storey's place
his new home tn Pittsburg, Pa., on Saton the local run.
CENNAD
we
will sell
urday's train. Mr. Story has secured
There are seventeen prisoners in the
an excellent position on the Pitisbnrg
county jail fifteen being fed by the
Fort Wayne & Chicago and the best FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
county and two by the United States.
wishesof his many friends in Silver City
Mrs. Hiram Mcintosh has taken charge accompany him to his new field of
in cases to CONSUMERS at
of the Soul hern hotel and will maintain laW.
a first chins establishment in every
The repairs or rather the reconstruccost, These goods were in
tion of the new Bennett opera house
George D. Jones has a handsome new have been completed and Silver City
delivery wagon on the si nets and Butch- can boast of the prettiest and Iiest the basement which was
er B. T. Link has lollowed suit with ft cqippucd places of amusement in New
new coat of paint on his.
Mexico. The stage is particularly con- - Hooded with watery
are
All business h s mended Thursday venient and is nearly twice as large as
uf tenia as a mark of respect to the late the old nnu in Morrill hall. It will" .be
opened next week with the presentation not damaged in the least.
City Marsha. (', L. Cam ley, who funerof the nH'retta "Golden Locks,"
al was held
iliui time.
Drs. Gilbert t Williams have removed
their ollice to the Pickett building on
Bullard street immediately over the
drug store of Jackson & Co.
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures
Prof. Lindnian, the well known Den- etc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
ver mining magnate, has secured a bond business at the same place.
on the properties on copper flat owued
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
by J. Clarke and Edward Clarke.
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
Manager Palmerlee, of the Mogollón appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
Telephone and Telegraph company, is
Very Truly,
confined to he Grant County hospital
ft.
with a se vere attack of typhoid fever.

GILLETT & SON

are located in the
SILVER CITY NA

TIONAL bank

MM,

ing, one block below

ty

our former place oí

I

reB-pe-

Mt

111

YOUR

ATTENTION

PLEASE.

'

.

J.

HICKS.

J
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Vic Culberson and Bob Boulware, two
prominet cattlemen from the Sapello
were in the city last week.
Mention of People You Do and Do
Con Whitehill keeps the best line of
Not Know.
fruits, next door to express ollice.
School Superintendent B. T. Link and
Other Interentlng Mutter Which Cnn Be wife left Monday on a trip of inspection
to Dcming and the Mimbres.
Rend With Profit Hy All Our
Beautiful line of Suits at the Ten Cent
T0H'I1HM'0)1(,
Store. To make room for new goods, we
offer clothing at 75 cents on the dollar.

PERSONAL

PALAVER.

people

wl?o

mmm

mmm

A. H. Harlee has moved into the
Home Made candy at Wm. Rose's.
Schutz blook recently vacated by Prs.
Ed Monllon is in town from the sap-ell- o.
Williius& Gilbert.
Go to Con Whitehill's,
for fresh
Horliert Martyr was in the city this candies.
week.
ARE THOSE WHO HAVE
Co.
0. F. Zottman, the
Fresh candies every day at Martin piano
week
in
Silver City last
man, was
Malicr's.
WITH
TO TRADE
FAILED
The
get fresh home
place
only
John Wiley is absent on a hunting trip made camlv in (silverto City
is at vt in
to the Burros.
Kose s, next door to Auralim s barber
See the Cook Stoves and Ilanges at shop.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Kobinson'B.
Mrs. G. H. Utter left on Sundays train
Denier In
Henry Snyder, the Gold Hill mining for Las Cruces, having been called there
by the serious illness of her mother, Mrs. FRUITS AN D CON FECTION E R Y
man is in the city.
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at Livingston.
Cigars, Tobucoo, Notions, oto,
Martin Maher's.
John S. Swift and 'amily, formerly oí
Books, Stationery and PeWill Conant is expected hack to Silver this city, returned on Monday's train for
riodicals of all Kinds.
City about the 20th.
a short visit, on their way for California,
STORF.
I). C. Hobart is back from a trip and were warmly welcomed. Mr. Swift POSTOFFICK
through the territory.
is now engaged in business in St Louis.
NKW M K V I ' .
HII.VKU CITY,
Don't read your neighbor's paper but
The Maud S mine at Mogollón closed
subscribe for Thk Eaqmc.
down temporarily
Sunday throwing
Col. ltichard Hudson made a business about 75 men out of employment. As
K0 FUNAH0UT IT
trip to Peming last week.
soon as necessary repairs are made, it Is
Will Lorene left Sunday on a business understood that work will be resumed.
E.
trip to the Mogollón country.
AND SHOKMAKKU.
HOOT
is
There on exhibi it W. L. Jackson
Just received a new lino of Tin and & Co. two gold bricks worth about
lu Ion1 run
Í promise you faithfully. In
Uranite ware at Robinson's.
They are from the famous Bell & yon slmllitavc Imlf your money, by ii..v,.r.t
Sheriff Shanon brought up a prisoner Stephens mine at Pinos Altos. They your wo 'U mitlly mill promptly (U)iu' to h. 't
yourself, at K. IWSE.NHKUU'S
from Dcming on Friday's train.
will be sent to the mint.
Silver OIly.N. M
C. M. Fonkrr was circulating among
Last Saturday the freight receipts at
hit- Silver City friends last Friday.
the local Santa Fc ollice amounted to
Our stoves have arrived. Come ami nearly $1,000. The people of Silver
see them.
M. W. Net'f.
City have no reason to complain of hard
Attorney T. F. Conway left Friday for times,
Denver to attend to important business.
The mother of Mrs. C. L. Cantley Bicycles, Uuns iind Revolvers
Frank (ialloway, ihe While Signal
came from Denver last week to assist
mining magnate, was in the city last
Promptly Repaired.
her daughter in the conduct of business
week.
Hates U'cHHonutilc.
matters.
Canary ami Mocking birdcages the
Yiinkle St. Silver Oily. N. M.
The lodge of of the Extern Star hoi
only complete line in ihe city at Robin-son'- s.
Clurk-Whits-

BISHOP,

BAXTER

ROSENBERG,
1

$8,-00-

.L J. SMITH,
General Repair Shop.

1

a social
in

the large merchandise c.lalliliiiici

enjoyed

a

t

Schuu.

ollice.

Bring your job work to Thk Eaoi.k
It will lie dune neatly, promptly and
reasonable rates.

The

e.

No Chinese help employed at the Tim-mAmerican cook
house. A

er

is .in

charge

of

8

the kitchen and the

ing room service is excellent.

din-

t

Tilos. F. Coxwav, Vice Pres.

J.

V.

Caktkk,

Ca-li'.-

353 9.

D.Miitv Slierriif McAfee is absent in
Lordslmrg on business connected with

Iirt-clus-

la.--

WANTED-A- N
IDEASíSSRfiIS
thing to patont? Proteot your Mors tliey may
The men schedule on the Santa Vh bring you wealth. Write JOHN WEDUEtt-BUK- N
CO., Patent Attorneys, Waahlngton,
goes into effect on the 2nd ins'.
U. 0. tor their il.bW prize oiler.

Mrs. u. . Warren minie a Imsiness
trip to Dcming Sunday, llci on, Jean,
Jonx Bkockman, Pres.
accompanied her.

at

baixpet

night night.

Russell Agree has accepted a position
of Max

ami

Site

City National

Bat,

SILVER CITY, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000.
Advanre

DEPOSITS

SURPLUS
made on Gold und Silver Bullion,

SOLICITED.

'

EXCHANGE

$14,000.
FOR SALE.

THE RAOLK: WKDNKKDAY, OCTOP.Ki;
i'ivil Nrrvlid KxHiiilimtton.

The civil service coin mission at Washington luis ordered that an examination
be held in Santa Fc, on Saturday, Novena
9, ccuiniciicirg at 9 o'clock, (or
tlie grades of storekeeper and ganger.
Only cHzhiis of the United States can be
examined ami applicants must not be
inulei the age of 21 years. No applications will lie accepted for this examination unless tiled with the secretary of
the examining lioard, Mr. M. P. Moore,
before the hour of closing business on
Oelolter 25.
The examination of Octolier 25 will
be a special one, held for the reason
that the commission has not, as yet,
lieen able lo secure a sufficient nunilier
of eligible for this district. In order
that such demands of the service as may
arise in the future from removals, resignations, deaths or increase in the
forse, may be promptly met, it is hoped
that all persona desirous of securing
positions in the internal revenue service will make application at once, provided they ure entitled to examination.
Blanks will be furnished on application lo the secretary of the board of examiner at Santa Fe.

t

Hi

A lot of new scenery arrived Saturday
ably one of the largest in Arizona. lie
announced his readiness to make a riwh evening for the opera house.
offer for the proerty, but the ovi.e
are not disposed to sell at present for the
reason that t lie mine is more than pac
ing for the extensive development work
now lieing done.

Fargo's $2.50

It baa been finally decided that Jude
II. B. Hamilton of the second judicial
district, will hold court for Judie I'.aii'z
here on the 18th of November. Ai the
principal purpose of bis so doing is to
dispose of the cases in which Jud-- e
Bnntz was interested nrevioiis to Iih promotion to the bench, especially on the
common law docket, it has been thought
best to devote the first week or ten days
of the term especially to such cases. If
these can be disposed of in shorter time
UA111UM.
other civil cases will also be taken up.
This will enable. District Harllee to give
bis jiersonal attention to grand jury
business during this time and thus save
C. H. FARGO 4 CO. trnt.
very considerable expense, as well as
MARHCT ST. CHICAOC
prepare for trial in the criminal cases to For Sale by
I
heard. The criminal cases will
fellow the first ten days of the
term.
The board of county conimi-nioner&
was unable to finish the large amount of
business which had accumulated at iis
Dealers in
regular meeting this week and it is al- DkYGOODS,
together likely that a special meeting
will be held during the month.
(ÍROCKRS,
Col. Picket t has moved his law ollice
CI I IN AW AK IS,
up to bis house, and any one wishing
to consult him will find him there.
and NOTIONS.

...Shoes...
I9S-20- 0

C.C. Shoemaker.

FUNG YUEN

s

Tli. Ui'v. Mr. Menifee

goes to the

Mimbres circuit, instead of the Oila circuit, as reported last week, and the
líev. I'.. K. Coodson of San Marcial will
serve the lila circuit. In speaking of
Mr. (Joodson the San Marcial Bee
says: Posn-ssinthe education and
bearing of a true gentleman, and
the knowledge of the world that is essential to teachers of the gospel, Mr.
(ioodson's conversion to Christianity ft
few short months ngo, gave to the
church a recruit that will do it, himself
and the town that witnessed his entrance into the fold great credit. The
people of the (iila are fortunate in this
apH)intinent, and although it deprives
San Marcial oí the presence of a citizen
highly esteemed by all, the (od speeds
are said with an earnest ilesire for his
material and divim prosperity in his
newlieldof labor. I.ordsburg Lilicral
NfvkniK for

fiptr,

i.

M
vun. Kemp, 01 Niver i'iiy,
is
in Tucson, mivs the Ciiizen, looking for
eopier mino, copper matte and copper
bars. .Mr. Keiup represents the Lewis
oh Brothers of New York, the largest

l'-ir,-

Co.

Services at the M. H. Church next
Sunday morning and evening. All are
cordially invited.
;

We also carry a good line
in SHOKS, and GKNTS

J. N. Warner is collecting the road tax
for this precinct and is meeting with
first class success.

Bl'LLAKP ST. XKXT TO KELLY'S
HARNESS SHOP.

FURNISHING.

B. T. LINK,
of tlie

Hcoprletor
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handlers of copper in the United States.
(e
It is expected for the current year that
they will export 61,000,000 jsninds of
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest
American copper. These are the saine
parlies who recently purchased the Ulolie
mines for which it is reported they paid
$1,500,000. Mr. Kemp visited the Min
eral Hill group of mines owned by
in
Hughcsiv, Banes. When asked his opiní
ion of same he said he regarded it as
We solicit your potrón ge
Also a full line of FKUIT.
valuable piece of property. The indicaHULLA UP ST., SILVER CITY, N. M.
tions are cays lie fora big property, proh

W

WWWW

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game

Season.
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KILLING OF CANTLEY.
Additional Details of the Tragedy
acted in Silver City Last Week.

En-

Ftalrinr Fxlioiiprnted by tlie l'rolinilnnry
and Public Oplnlim Fiincni!
of the Dcccancd
Mhi-hIiii-

OCTOBER

1,

other shots were wild. The smoke was
so dense that both men evidently were
firing at the flashes. The remains of
the Marshal were tenderly picked up
and medical aid summoned but too late.
Late in the night they were conveyed to
his late home, where a mourning wile
and fatherless child grieved.
The preliminary hearing resulted in
the discharge of Fielder as it was clearly
shown that he had done all in his power
to avoid the trouble and when it was
forced upon him had only acted in self
lefense.
Until almost the moment of
the shooting, no one present dreamed of
a serious affray, and Fielder was almost
taken by surprise, proclaiming two or
three times that he had no feeling to
wards the Marshall and endeavoring to
dusabuse his mind of such an idea. He
is coinpletly exhonerated by public

and tho unfortanate manner of his deatli
makes it doubly so. His bereaved wife
and little girl have tho heartfelt sympathy of every one in the community.
Since the inauguration of dining cars
on the Atchison system, tho company
has managed the details of the business
separately from the eating house along
the lines which are operated by Fred
Harvey. For some reason, not made
known to the general public, tho company has ceased to operate the service .in
the cars and the management will hereafter be in the hands of Fred Harvey.
The contract making the change became
effective October 1st. Mr. Harvey will
have charge of the service on the dining
cars which will be run through from
Chicago to Los Angeles and northern
California noints.on the California lim
ited, which will lie inaugurated October
2!Hh, as well as on other trains on the
Atchison. The method of handling the
dining car scrvics has not been fully
determined. The question arises as to
the desirability of the European as compared with the American system of serving meals. This will he decided within
a few days.

Never in the city of Silver City has
there been a greater sensation than the
killing of City Marshall C. L. Cantley
by James S. Fielder last Thnesday
evening, the ttrst published report of
which appeared in Tun Eagi.h extra of
"Wednesday morning.
Fielder, who has given himself into
custody immediately after the unfortunate affair, was accorded a preliminary
hearing before Justice Oivens Wednesday morning at ten o'rlock at the court
house, and then it was that details beThe funeral of the deceased took place
came fully known. There were nine witfrom
his residence Thursday afternoon
nesses to the shooting and the testimony
and the remains were followed to their
of each was singularly clear and
con
From their stories, Cantley last resting place by an iininens
of friends and citizens. lie was
course
was somewhat under the influence of
liquor, but not demonstrative to any buried in the Odd Fellows cemetary.,
extent. Fielder came into the White Tlie interment was conducted by the
HoHse a few minites before ten when local lodge of Ihe Knights of Pythias,
the two men came togeather and then it Rev. A, A. Hyde conducted the service
I
was in a social game of dice at the bar, at the home, and Prof. Sclby officiating
11U 1 JU111 JJlbVUl
S. ileum exercies were coii- After several moments Cantley asked as prelate.
TUN CIS NT STORK.
Fielder why it was that "lie had it in lucted both at the home and at the
grave.
.Men
Ancient
Hie
lied
and
I'rder
Drives in DRY
and
for him," to which remark Fielder re
plied that he had nothing "in the world of United Workman, both of which
CLOTHING!
w'vU the
against Uantlcy. The reply did not orders he was a member, joined
Special Bargains in LADIES',
fully satisfy the Marshal, who repeated Knights of Pvthias in the conduct of ihe
He it said to the credit of GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
Ins statement that he knew there was last sad rites.
dead
the
never was there a SHOES.
man,
that
sonic bad feeling, and. a similar reply
fearless
in
ollieer
more
the discharge of
Also a full line of
was again made by the attorney. After
some more words, Cantlev ask Fielder his duty and seldom a man possessing
and CROCKERY.
if he was armed, the answer being lie more pleasing address and truer friendWe sell everything CHEAP
did not consider it any of Cantley's ship. Ills sudden and untimely demise
is a source of sincere regret to everyone, FOR CASH.
business whether he was or not.
The answer was the signal foran angrv
UMiiUüiiUilUlUUUUUUUililUÜUUUUllUUlUUlkiLL
reply from the Marshal to the effect that.
he was prepared for Fielder, and at the
same instant he drew his gun and fired
point blank at. Fielder, who during the
time the discussion was on, had walked
away from the bar and was landing in
Youn orders for High Grade Sewing Machines, Bicycles. Vi hieles, Baby rr.
Carriages, etc.. placed with local and retail dealers with t hree to six middle- - t
mini ni un- inning around uie oesK on
the other side of ihe room and not. ten 3 mcn'2 profits, dr with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost If you ore a money saver there :
feet away from Cantley. Caniley's mo
can be no doubt as to your decision. W rite to day for one of our illustrated fei
3
non causen
to sicp slightly to 5i catalogues and note the unapproachable bargains we are oll'erinu' 80 Jitter- p
tlie lei t to draw his gun ami ihe move-- I
Bicycle .
3 cnt style Sewing Machined, ranging in price from $8.w to Süü.OÜ
all stylu3 r.nd prices, from $10.75 to $75.00.
Those of the luttcr price being p.
uli.,1
iiicnl Mivi-i- l liiu liii' ( 'nut Ii.i-'sold by agents and dealer:! at '25.00. We show 1.".0 desmin b
ing directly in line for hU heart at his a equal to wheels
the latest, tlie handsomest
eg in Baby Carriages
all new pallet in, many t
former position. The shooting was rapg direct importations. We handle everything under the sun in th
P
id nil it Fielder had fired live times and
VEHICLE ANJ HARM:SS I INE. BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, PHAE- - P
WAGON'S, CARTS, MARPiESS, SADDLES, ETC
P
Cantley three, when the bystander
3 TOWS, ROAT
at prices out of reach of competition.
rushed in and found the Marshal lying
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
dead on the small foot railing in front of
endless variety, ac only 10 per cent, above
K
the bar, pierced by three shots, one in
actual cost to build. In writing for cata- logues. Slate which to send, us we have a spe- - fIW""Ih
the neck and two in the breast, any one
euihliuj. Address in full
cid cualóguo
of which would have been fatal. Fielder
at once gas-- himself Into custody.
LASH BUYERS UNICN
E 870 , o.lftl V. VjiI Burén M . CHIAOíV II I .
Mf
Fielder's first shot undoubtedly hit
Cantlev and wounded him so that his
corro-berativ-
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AN EXCITING

1

ftir.

his habeas corpus case to tin supreme Cardinal Gibbons will remain here until
court of the lTnili'c State in the hope next Sunday when he cathedral will be
that this court will release him, In this consecrated. The entire week, from
Politicians Have Many Matters to Disconnection it inav he noted that there Tuesday evening, will he taken up with
cuss Just Now.
has a new phase of the great Peralta ceremonies and parades and wid lie well
grant claim been presented. Since the worth coming to see.
Manv of the prominent residents of the
Tim An cull, in of Hie I'uhllc KHnff Divertland court, decided against the claim of
ed III Several linVri'llf
Mr. UeavH so p nilively it appears that territory have been at the capital during
Iiri'tliuiK,
Among those from
there are plenty of other claimants to' the past week.
this great tract of land who arr seeking (irant county were John Corbett, C. J.
Santa Fk, Oct. 1. For a few days a hearing in the courts.
Muí vane mid K. L. Foster of Deming and
past, the attention of the public has been
The supreme court of the territory Col. S. 1. Carpenter of Ibe Sapello, all of
diverted from the Davis pardon case and
wili proiiaiilv lie in session the remain- - whom looked in o i the supreme c.Mirt.
the supreme court, Delegate Catron,
this week. Several important de-- ! llu'' w?ru 1,11 P 011 u'H!l1 '"ismess nut
Editor Hughes and his associate have
cisions have been handed down alreadv ,(,"" t,lm t0 " 0,1 '"' ,,r!lnl """'"y
lieen furnishing matter for discussion
!'' nipital.
and others will be rendered this week. l"'l'e
and it is needless to slate that these
There is considerable excitement over
matters are of a very serious nature.
A
"f TimnkH.
the Catron case which will propably
Last Wednesday afternoon the AlbuMrs. C. L. Cantley desires to return
consume considerable time this week,
querque Citizen published an article
The best legal talent in the territory is her sincere thanks to the many friends
two and a half columns in length, re
engaged in the case and it will iindoubt- - who so kindly assisted her in her recent
flecting seriously on the chief justice of
edly lie the most interesting case be-- ! aflliction and to the ir.eniV.ers of the
the supreme court of the territory, and
fore the court since its present organiza-- j secret societies of which Mr. Cantley
in a less degree on the associate justices
lion. The republican papers of the ter-- 1 was a member for their attentions and
of the court. The article caused quite a
ritory have tried to make it appear that consideration,
sensation here on Thursday morning
the prosecution is actuated by purely
and no time was lost in commencing
Tiik K.uu.k is requested to make the
partisan motives, but the fact that some
proceedings against the editor and pubof the members of the committee apstatement in justilication of the late
lisher of the Citizen. The papers in the
pointed to formulate the charges are Marshal Cantley that he was sincere in
case were made out on Thursday evening
leading republicans makes this claim his belief that there was liable to be
and on
the matter came up in absorb on its face. Mr. Catron and his trouble between Mr. Fielder and him,
.
i
i
kmiu mm hii oruer was made requiring
feel that the supreme hour self and that this was in all likelihood
tne attendance of Thomas Hughes and supirters
has come and are making the light of his cause for bis attack on the night, of
. I. McCretghtof the Citizen.
U. S, their lives. Whatever may be a battle the shooting. While ibis may be so,
Deputy Marshal Loomis was went down
royal and some very interesling fact will Tiik Eaoi.h is equally certain that sue h
to Albuquerque for the editors and they
be made public.
idea was totally without foundat ion and
began to realize that they were not lv- for Santa Fe. the late Marshal had been misinformed,
will
week
lie
great,
a
This
lng on a bed of roses. They heard of
dig or misconstrued himself, as Mr. Fielder
the proceedings in Albuquerque and Mr. Cardinal Gibbons and many of the
ar- - stated before, and at the tune oi ine
will
of
the Catholic, church
Hughes remembered that he had urgent nitaries
ami iiinmire- - shooting and has ever since that there
evening
rive
tomorrow
business in the territory of Arizona
on ms parr
ments have been made to receive them was not the slightest
whither ho went without any
bears
out his
action
his
every
The cere- and
sary delay. Whether this sudden de- with appropriate honors.
statements.
on
of conferring the Pallium
parture had any connection with or re- mony
in
lation to the case pending may he left to Archbishop Chappelle will take place
on Thursday morning.
cathedral
the
the imagination of the reader.
E. E. GANDARA.
cathedral has a seating capacity of
When it became apperent that the The
great
is
proprietors of the Citizen would get into 2,000 and it expected that the
VLMCITT1I
edifice will he crowded to its uttmosl ca. uUL" AM) ML' hlvo.'lllll.
trouble over the publication of the article in question, Hob Gortner, steno- paeity.
and Sania Fe Jewelry Made to Orde- r- Repairing
The Atchison, Toja-kgrapher for Mr. Catron, and who is
of
Neatly Done.
a
made
has
one cent, a,
railroad
rate
something of a bicyclist, donned his
sweater and prepared for a little ride. mile from all points in the territory, so;
PRICES REDUCED,
He started a short time in advance of that there will lie no excuse for remain-- j
of
of
high
ing
on
rates
away
account
Satisfaction (naninteed.
the departure of the train and reached
It
expected
is
that
transportation.
Yunklc St. siiveKJIiv. N. M.
Cerrillos, about 28 miles distant, in advance oí the locomotive.
It is supposed
that he wei.t for the purpose of interviewing .Mr. Hughes, hut the gentleman
had concluded to go in another direc- i neu me
nun.
united Mates mar-sha- ll
arrived at Albnqiirque, Mr. Hughes
did not meet him at the station, but the
marshal tumid Mr. McCreight. who
i
ed with him tu Santa Fe Saturday
morning. Mr. McCreight was nhiced
fe
," '
fi.ÜiM bund lor appearance today
ONE GIVES RELIEF.

TIME.

I

lei-o- f

'"'

j
j

n

I

0

re-tu- n

ai.d weni back to Alhiiquordue.
Jan e- - Addison I'eral
hay
.. i ..
i
peen iiiearu
irom again, lie is wearv oí
remaining in prison and has appealed
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can administration than they are
getting now. This will be a hard
task as it is a fact which all of the
wool growers of New Mexico are
well aware of that they have been
getting a higher price for wool
under a democratic administration
Office on Yanklo Street between Texas and
Arizona Streets.
the last session of congress and a democratic tariff that they
At
Advertlslnu Hates un Application.
some of the leading republicans of did when the McKinley bill was
Subscription Rates, Postage Fropahl:
this territory did all they could to in force.
Ono year
j&oo
Six inontlis
j. oo prevent the
passage of a bill proThroe months
o
Some of the leading republicans
viding for the admission of New
at the territorial capital were
SILVEIt CITY, N. M OCTOBER 10. 18l.
Mexico into the union and now they
worked up considerably over the
are afraid that the democrats will
Silver
.7
order of the court relative to the
retaliate by opposing admission
Lend
3.15
publication in the Albuquerque
during the coming session of con
Citizen reflecting on the supreme
gress. In this they will find that
TIME TO ACT.
court. A clerk of one the prominIn making his representations to they are mistaken. The democrats ent attorneys of Santa Fe took the
the governor in the Davis ease, Dis- of the territory have been working bicycle route for Cerrillos a few
trict Attorney Crist either did or for statehood honestly, while the minutes before the departure of the
did not deceive the governor. If, republicans have been working for train and beat the train to that
as the governor claims, lie did de- it only when they thought they had place, presumably to see Mr.
ceive him in the matter, there seems a good prospect of carrying the ter- Hughes but Mr. Hughes concluded
to he but one course to pursue. If ritory so that they could make it to take the wagon route for the AtMr. Crist did not act in an honest, a republican state. The republi- lantic & Pacific junction rather than
straightforward manner he is unfit cans of New Mexico, or at least a to start in the direction of Santa Fe.
to hold the position which he now majority of them, do not want
occupies and the governer, in order statehood unless they are masters
Thk recent advance in the price
of
the
political
situation.
The
to place himself in a nroner liirht
of silver is rather encouraging to
before the people of the territory J denocrnt8 want statehood and are the advocates of free coinage, but
as well as to advance the interests wiHinR t( take the dances of con the white metal will have to go a
of good government, should call trolling the state after it has been good many points higher before the
for his resignation without delay. admitted.
silver mines in the west cr.n lu
The interests of the democratic
Some of the republican papers of operated at a profit. A complete
party cannot be advanced by re- the territory have been trvinir to revival of business can not lie ex
taining in office men who are unfit make a political issue out of
peeled until the mints of the coun
for the posit ions which they occupy. charges against Thomas H.
Catron try are thrown open to the free and
The democratic party is greater They are trying to put it in the unlimited coinage of silver and the
than any individual and individual light of political persecution and voters of this country are rapidly
memlers of the party who err are trying hard to make the resi- - coming to this conclusion as is
should be made to suffer for their igents of the territory lielieve that evidenced in an unmistakable mannnsueeus rather than to make the Mr. Catron is a man of exemplary ner in the elections which have
puny suner ior mem.
character. The delegate elect from been held recently.
However innocent the governor New Mexico is too well known in
Ix commenting on the Davis case,
may be in the matter, he will find this territory for the republican
Iteming Headlight, by wav of
the
il di'IYiilt
i
tin. people press to deceive anybody about his
to
pmikUtl i n it .
u i
tit if
ifi ttiwfrvwiw
of the territory of his innocence character or landing.
'
In attempt-,
,
unless he openly repudiates the jnp p, whitewash Mr. Catron, the ne srnniui not nave gone io me
ing such rahM re
1
,,,M ii"ini
ii repuiiiic.in papers are only wasting
publican
for appointment
partisans
his hands are clean he need have liitw,ili
i,
l.w.l. il,.v
a
under
democratic
administration.
no fe ir about requesting the resig urgent need fur in the near future.
is
now
this
cold
Just
comfort for
n itionofMr. Crist and his duty
the
governor.
appears to be plainly in that diThk Albuquerque Citizen is tryrection. The democrats of the ter- ing hard to advance the interests of
Thomas HrcuiKs is taking a varitory have repudiated his action McKinley as a presidential candi- cation in Arizona.
Perhaps he
in the commutation of the sentence date in this territory and to that thinks that by the time he returns
of Davis and unless the repudiates end is trying to make the wool grow- the publication in the Citizen of
Mr. Crist they will both stand in ers believe that they obtained a bet- last Wednesday will have been
the same light. There is no mid- - ter price for wool under Iherepubli- -

die ground and to temporize with
the case will only be to make a bad
For his own sake
Published evory Wednesduy Morning by matter worse.
A. J. LOOMIS.
and for the interest of the demoEntered at the postofflee at Silver Olty, cratic party, the governor ought to
N. M fur truiiHraisslun tliroUKh the malls at
take prompt action in the matter.
second class rates.
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The New Mexican suggests that
the sender of the untruthful reports
to the United and Associated press
le smoked out. It seems to us that
a Letter way would be to prosecute
the offender for criminal libel. It
would not be a difficult matter to
find out who sent the dispatches
and then the fellow could be taught
a lesson which he would not, in all
probability, soon forget. What object any one could have in sending
such reports is difficult to see.

between China ami Japan last May. The
price temporarily touched :!0J
that
mouth, tint sine then and until hint
week the price of silver law held almost
motionless at ÜOfíiÜO'á. Yet it was
plain throughout this interval that
was being steadily accumulated in
London.
Paring July and August when its silver exports usually predominate, Great
Britain imported, by official returns,
4,917,000 more silver then it sent out.
In the same two months the exports of
silver from the United States to London
were $:t,t)91,000 greater than in 1894.
The New York weekly shipments during September reached a still larger
Will Delegate Catron make the average, twice making a weekly total of
peeple of New Mexico a Christinas nearly 1, 000,000.
It may surprise some people to know
present of an act of congress prothat
our sils'er exports under such con
viding for the admission of this
ditions, is the largest since the civil war.
territory to the Union?
The Xor is there any difficulty in guessing
promise of the republicans to se- the purpose of the London buyers. One
cure statehood for New Mexico will object of the Chinese indemnity was to
soon be put to the test. May suc- provide the silver needed to redeem the
the Japanese notes floated for war pur
cess crown their efforts.
poses in Corea, for which redemption
silver will lie available. If the indem
Kkh iiucans have been looking
nity fund were to be used to fill Japan
through rose colored glasses for itself with silver currency the demand
months past, confidently expecting would, of course, be vastly greater.
to carry most of the elections this Hut Japanese siatemen are shrewder
students of government finances.
fall,

rheumatism, deafness and blindness are
eagerly testified to by many resionsible
persons, who can have no conceivable
reason for giving false evidence. Among
the numlier B Fitz-Mnthe well known
newspaper writer, who bus leen deaf as
for years. He says he went
a lamp-pos- t
to see Schlader at Albuquerque, and
that his hearing has since wonderfully
improved and is still improving, just as
the healer told him it would. New
c,

nil-v- er

1

Clark Rodc.kks,
Silver City, N.

Knrroii llnmus threw n boome
rang when he threw his cudgel at
the supreme court. As he grows
older he inav become wiser.
AiIvhik'9

III

FIKE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE,
NoT.UlY l'l'III.IC.
Oftlce lit

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.

Amazing cures of paralysis,

irmrirmrmrm minrmTrrmrmrffTQ

3

Winchester Repeating
Riflpq
Shot-Glltl-

bv all the most advanced trap

Nllvar.

The New York evening post says in its
financial review ;
One noteworthy incident of the day
was the advance in silver bullion to 0
15 18 pence on the London market, the
highwsi figure of the year. This is the
first demonstration of any conseijuei ce
in that market since the treaty of pence

M.

Wm. F. Lorenz,

hy
days and the game is well worth man. He Is constantly surrounded
crowds of visitors, who hang reverently
watching closely. It is n't a scrub
upon his skirts, and he continues to Is'
game by any manner of means.
overwhelmed with letters from every-

sink the governor completely, but
the added weight of Crist will sure
ly send him to the bottom if he
does noi succeed in getting rid of
this additional load.

to

am still prepared

furnish FRUIT TREES
suitable for this climate in
any number. Persons contemplating planting trees
will iind it to their interest
to write inc, and if I have
not in stock what is desired,
can readily secure the
same at reasonable rates
and in all varieties. Adress:

a

be the sensation at Denver. The Denver
foMK very shrewd moves are bepajiers do not hesitate to surrender coling made on the political checker- umn!) of their space to detailing the past
board in New Mexico these fine and present doings of the remarkable

where,

TREES.

FRUIT

liesults so far have given
Til llvHler In Deliver.
them such a shock as to cause the
Schlader, who first came promFrancis
glasses to fall from their noses.
before the public in the capacity
inently
They are beginning to see things in
of a "healer" while sojourning in New
a different light.
Mexico
few months ugo, continues to

HoitAitT was too light a weight to

9
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ARTIFICIAL

Tlie Opera Hoiine Opening.

Thursday evening, October 24th, the
pretty new opera house on Bullar street
will he opened by the production by
home talent of the catchy operetta,
"Golden Locks, and the Three Bears."
Mrs. Morrill, who ifl directing the entertainment and all participants are
working faithfully to make ii one of (Inmost enjoyable hiuie performances) ever
given in Silver Citv' and will no doubt
ilie
successful. Some hue nnsicia . a i -rat is included in the case, which is as
i
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EYES,

The Interesting Operations of the OIhhb.

Blower.
Those who take an interest in taxidermy will be glad to know how birds'
eyes made.
A visitor to a small factory in New
York found two glassblowers at this
work. One held a bar of clear glass in
and
the flame of a gas blow-pipworked a lump of fused glass around
he em1 of a wire and then pressed it
into a mold. When he drew it out of
the mold, a crystal eyeball ornamented
the end of the wire Xhis he passed to
his companion, who took a thin bar of
yellow glass, and heating it, worked it
iuto the crystal ball, forming a round,
Blowing eye on the end of the wire.
As the glass cooled the yellow iris
showed more plainly, and by the time
it was cold and hard, it appeared as a
good-sizeowl's eye, the pupil being a
section of the wire on which the glass
was heated. While this was going on
the first man was busy molding another crystal eye. Later the men took
up the work of making dolls' eyes.
One molded the clear eyeball, the other
worked in the blue or brown iris, as the
style might be, precisely as the owl's
eyes had been made.
The superintendent of the shop said
that, while many dolls' eyes were made,
the demand was mainly for eyes for
taxidermists' use chiefly for stuffed
household pets. These were made of
all sizes and shapes, to suit the varied
requirement! of the taxidermist. The
largest eyes are made for the moose,
the smallest for the trashes. Each va
riety of birds or animals, when mounted, has to have eyes modeled from nature, if its natural expression is to be
preserved.
d
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Blanche Murk. Anna I'ltzslinons.
Hani. K'atlle Crawford.
Trallty Mrry Erklrs.
The orchestra will consist of 1. P.
Humes, violin, Oliver Laiz-irebass,
liola-r- t
(iouldinu', clarioneMe and Mrs.
L. B. Morrill
iiano. lJe-- rved Reats
will be Id need on sale in a few davs at
the usual place.
,

In Mimifiriiim.
To the ollli 'crs and ineiuhers of Silver
City Lxlge No 12 Knight of Pythids.
Your commifee would respectfully
submit the following report.

Petrified Oyiten.
Charley I,. Cantlcy a member of this
A bed of petrified oysters has been
lodge died Tuesday Oct. 8th 1805 aged
found on the top of Big mountain, just
!17 years.
back of Forkston, Wyoming county,
Brother Cantley wuh for many years Pa. Some of the specimens are of
prior lo his death a public ollicer; hon- mammoth size, one in Mr. Reynolds'
inches
est and consciencious in the discharge possession measuring twenty-twof his duties, he was respected by all long by nine inches wide and weighing
forty pounds. The specimens range in
who knew him. He was a very active
all sizes, from this down to the ordinary
anil useful member in our lodge. We edible ovsters of the present time.
deeply regreat his untimely death and Some of the specimens show the eye of
we tender his bereaved family our the oyster perfectly, and in all of them
the meat is easily removed from the
heerl fell sympathy.
shell. The bed seems to be confined .to
W.m. A. Camx
a small mound, resting on a small platc. ;. iiki.i.
eau, at the extreme top of the moun.1. Kitirrnii.
muty line.
tain, near the Sulliv-,,- i
Committee..
A Crlnmon Wnter-Wo

NEW

WOMEN

IN

ENGLAND.

Recent Judicial Opinion Which Will Interest Thotu.
Two or three of her majesty's judges
have given expression to sentiments of

particular interest to womankind, says
the New York Sun. Thus Sir Forest
Fulton, the Recorder Smyth of the London criminal courts, instructed a jury
that "bigamy on the part of a woman
was a very different thing from bigamy
on the part of a man, and the jury
must require strong evidence that the
prisoner was aware that her husband
was alive when she contracted her second marriage."
The judge of another court when taking his seat on the bench saw some one
in the public gallery wearing a standing collar and
with a cap
on his head. "Take off that hat up
there!" cried the judge, severely. There
was no movement. "Take off that hat,
sir!" came the order again, in the sternest tones from the bench.
Then came the reply In a weak voice
from the gallery:
"Please, your honor, It's a lady."
The judge started for a moment, and
then exclaimed:
"A woman, is it? Then why does
she dress like that?"
There was no explanation, and the
business of the court went on.
Another judge decided, to the consternation of English housewires, that
a mistress has no right to compel servants to pay for broken crockery or to
discharge them without notice for such
faults unless it is the agwpment when
the servant is entraired
four-in-han- d

Will an I ml Inn WorkT

Ever since the white man and the
Indian came together in what is now
the United States, the effort has been
made by the white man, in the intervals of his hostilities with the Indians,
to induce the latter to work. "Farmer"
to the Indians is as old an oillco a . Indian agent and missionary. Not an
Indian tribe ha passed away without
first being supplied with work cattle,
plows, harrow:!, wagons and so on,
wherewith to prosecute the calling of
farmer. The Indiaa tradition, common to ma:iy tribes, that the Great
.Spirit gave ia the buginninj to the
white, black a:id rod man whom he
created, respectively, a book, a hoe
und a bow and arrows, is still
The Indian will be a warrior,
a hunter aud a loa.'er, but he will not
be a laborer In the "white" sense of
the word. He will drink the while
man's drink; he will learn to gamble
with the while mans cards, but h
will not work with the white man's
tools. Kansas City Star.
d.

One ov.ri isity of coastwise naviga-ti:- n
morning next, i he series
h the liulf of Mexico used to be
of discourses on the "Saints invi Heroes
on the inside route
Gr.nfs
of tlie .CJiristian Church" will be eon-- j frou Mobil. to IVnsacola.
The in:;ide
tinned by licv. Kdward S. Cross, the voyage is in.ide by crooked way of
Expert.
p csent subject Wing "Joan of Arc, the w;í,..,iv.v.v. .v para ted from the open
"When I was in India," said the man
by
gulf
narrow
banks
of
sand.
A
man
All ni.,.
.. ....v.tinoiiui
mu
, , , 11
..... v. ...
ti
i, i,,
named Grant straightened a part of the who had traveled, "the native thieves
invited.
passage by digging a canal to give deep stole the bheets from under me while I
never knew it" "Yes, and
The public schools of Silver. City' are water at a point where a wide detour slept and I
was
in the northwest during
when
I
used
to
be
necessary.
He set up a
progressing most favoaably.
said
boom,"
the
the man who will never
little lighthouse to aid navigators, uml
admit that America can be outdone. "I
The weather these days is sii.iply pre- then charged toll upon all vessels passhad to sleep in a room where there were
ing through. The passage was of sj;;i
fect ion.
importance during the period when four real estate agents, and one of them
Se.cral Mexicans got into a fight last north and south were lighting ova IV stole a porous plaster from my back
without awakening me." Pittsburgh
Saturday night and one was binllv hurt. ilefenses n- ::n ivnsi'iola.
Üi patch.
iMiMiiiiiay
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tlio ltll'tl'x Leg for Hap.iiiK
l'.iyi )a:rly for Its Folly.

The ostriab at the Philadelphia Zoo-lo'ti garden stood in the long yard
adjoining ils cage in the deerhouse the
other .day. It gazed contemplatively
through the bars of the fence at the
world beyond, and shivered once in
awhile as the cool breezes swept down
upon it. A playful kitten came through
the fence into the yard. The kitten
went miming along the yard until it
came to the ostrich. Thinking its
long. t!ii :k legs were young saplings,
the playful kitten gave a run and
quhkly climbed up them, and-wasoon
on to; of t!ia o strich's back. The huge
bird did n. í know what to make of it
at tj rs . ;:ad went cantering around the
yard a t though the plague were after it,
limad and round it went until, red in
the f ;i 'e. it came to a sudden stop. The
kitti'ii n.wer moved. It had taken a
firm hold of the ostrich's feathers, and
did not propasa to be shaken. Finding
that the strange beast refused to be
thus disposed of, the ostrich became
and more angry. It curled
less
its in- ;!t and twisted its head so as to
g.i a f.ii.' loj'.t at the kitten. The kit-teu.'ver winded. It b'gan to think it
had1) ir!;e in the wrong tree, but it
va ; d.!U,r.. lined to see the matter out.
ih ahne l a blow at the rider,
The o
d .l;red. It tried again, but
b it I 'i
fia re .alt '.v.n the same. Again anl
a rala ta1 a rile head and long no.'k
blows at t'a.
rakul it'.l
tri 'ky I'uUvkUt.u. It escaped themall,
rather too near for
th iu.ra o n1
nf rt. Finally the kitten got seared.
It ran mil on the os'r'uh's neck to get
out of cae way. Tha ostrich could not
hit It t'a.'iv. Vit!i a sudden movement,
however, the ostrij!i stretched its neck
baj'vvvar-l- . en.:ireled the kitten around
the w.ii..ii. aa 1 s'iueezed it until It was
dead. Ta n it unwound itself and
placidly lojlied at the dead animal.
After a moiiu'iit or two of contempla-t- i
n it p'u'.w.l up Us victim and flung it
us far as it could.
--
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curacy in imsusjjtcd d
...
l'linv describes the same rose us found
principally in much the same district,
in the neighborhood of I'hilippi,
of which, he says, get it from
Thf fiit of American Ncwxjxipos,
the neighboring Mount l'angaeus, anil
greatly improve it by transplantation. CHARLES A.DANA, FJitm:
In the long history of roses the Provence or hundred-leaverose seems
chiefly to have formed the backbone ( f
continuity.
t lit('imst.lliil.lon,
American
,

It

If,

THE SUN.
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Idea, tli Anicr'n'iin Solvit,

These Hist, last

Discovery of u Ruried City In Turkestan mill nil tin' time., forever.
liy ii l'.vrty of Trusslnus.
' In
Turkestan, on the right bank of Dally, by mull
the Anion Dlara, iu a chain of rocky Dally tind Sunday, by mall
hills, near the Ilokharan town of
Karki, are a number of large caves) The Weekly

fl year
3

year

ÍI

year

whii'i, np:i examination, were found
to load to an underground city, built
:;"n.irjaL!v long before the Christian
era. Awarding to elllgies, says Info;-.,
inscriptions and designs
i ;t'.oa.
ii jinllu gold and silver money un- is the greatest Sunday Newnjmper
e irta 'd ;w.:i among uie ruins tne ex-- ,
i:;tjnje)f laa town dates back to some
In the world.
centuries before the birth ofi
Price 5c a copy. Ey mail, $2 a year,
Carist.
The underground Hokharan city is
Adilrcw TIIK KI N. New Vorli.
about two versts long and is composed
of an enormous labyrinth of corridors,
streets and squares, surrounded by
houses and other buildings two or three
stories high. The edifices contain all
kinds of domestic utensils, pots, urns,
vases and so forth. In some of the
streets falls of earth and rock have obstructed the passages, but generally
the visitor can walk about freely without lowering diis head. The high degree of civilization attained by the inn's Electric Belt.
habitants of the city is shown by the
fact that they built in several stories,
by the symmetry of the streets and
square, and by the beauty of the clay
and metal utensils and of the ornaments and coins.
precioustline and

The Sunday Sun

Mg
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Tn rtber waste
vacuum treat-wil- l
money on drugs,
never cure
Draining a T ake.
pronaoiy
you.
trie a
You have Wl
Tne Fanfulla of Rome announces them ana know.
ixiuure i
ia and
to
waiting
willing
that the project of the draining of the WAYS
mun eutferinir
cure you. and no
Trasimenian lake, which has been from the following
is incur a Die i
talked about for more than two thou- M'inliml Wenkiie, KntlKNloiiN, I'nrHnl

I'otal Inipoirnco, Ilriiln l.xiimisiioii, ,
sand years, will at last become a fact. or
I, onsen.
iirauiunrni
A syndicate of capitalists has bought Nleeil('imiei, etc. But natures own rem;
It is i.hV.V.
:)i;.i Hone Described up the territory surrounding the lake, edv must besclentiflcftllyuscd
Tim l'rovenoo
I ItK l l Y, and the groatost possible perfectionn
ly Hero loins.
and the Immense undertaking will be for ils application is attained in tne
In t le:ini"dartl .'l! on roses the Quar- - started this year. The circumference
Namlf n Hwirlc Itflt. This n
Ir.
has been sold and given complete
terly Review u.ya ' The earliest cur of the lake, in which there are three
for nearly thirty years, and we refer
Ulerature of the small islands, is more than thirty sufferers to hundreds ol cures In every State.
tain traae la tí ro
druKS to the dogs, and Join our army
ilii'.M '.! I lluwer is to be miles.
rose US U
Its depth averages nine feet. Throw
of otires in blenslng the greatest boon ever
o?
his
.)
aecouut
foaalla ll.'i' .'.. i. ia
It la proposed to finish the work Inside ;lveu weak men. This beltalso cures;
the rli.' of l'i hi!..: of Macedonia. of two years, and it is to cost twelve
Rheumatism, Lame Back,
The so a ; .r P.'iu :as. he says (boa'.c million lire (two million four hundred
I
I
of
L::mhuffo,D.YSiepsia,KUlney
.
viü .
.11 r. another part
thousand dollars).
ul nk up their abode
Ma rdoai ..
Liver Complaints, and
Treasure In a Durlnl Ground.
'near ta.1 .'.i;' la ; v.:' Midas. In these
general
.h grow of
garden ::r. r ..;
Near the battlefield of Marathon, in'
cele- without Greece, a prehistoric burial mound reLa. it it, w! suppose,
A pocket edition of lr. Knnden'
imuh ulie'nli.in to pruning or budding cently opened yielded eleven old :rUd book
'so sweet tint no others can vie with Myeenujan vases, two of them gold, and
of Men,"
them in this, and their blossoms have some gold earrings. At a place called "Three
"
as many in sixty petals apiece.'
Krikella, where the Gauls were driven r'M be sent free, sealed, upon application
should read it. It ia the only lull
livery rose;r rower will at once recog-ni..- ! back by the Greeks in 270 B. C, and üv;rymu
-ever
complete guide for
mast venerable of all over twenty thousand of them slain, a iicred.
iu tliii-i- u
Free to eterybody. Mend lor It.
rose re.! arda, the original rosa contl bronze helmet has been found, and at
moro than two thousan:, Lycosura the mosaic floor of the temple
folia,
Co.,
years all !"".: rrt oa of the sweetest in of Despoina has been laid bare. In the
Ho. eS8 Sixteenth St., Denver, Col.
manyan old liagllsh garden the old eenter two lifelike lions of natural size
l'roveu jj or cabbage iiiae. And L Is a are depicted, surrounded by successive uso Icw Tork, Chicago A London, Engf.
Concern In the Voridl
I .raestEleetro-Medlccurious illusUuLliU of Herodotus' tic- - ornamental borders.
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SUNSTROKE.
by Which

.

cuit court overruled the court of common pleas and the suprema court sustained the circuit court The decree
being issued in vacation time the text
of the decision will not be published
until September. It is understood that
the subject has been treated exhaustively in view of the great interest tak-

Patients

nndled.

Of late treatment in sunstroke cases
has altered materially. The old treatment included warm drinks and hot
applications to the body, with a view of
drawing the heat from the head, as well
as iced applications to the head. Now,
s,uys the New York Sun, the patient is
immersed in very cold water and kept
so until the abnormal temperature decreases. Some remarkable cures have
been effected by this method of treatment. The new apparatus is designed
for the transfer of the patient to the
bath. It is worked entirely by electricity. A sort of hammock suspended,
not from the ends, but from the sides
between iron burs, is the receptacle for
the sufferer. The end of this hammock
at which the head lies is higher than
the other end. The bars are suspended
by chains from wheeltrucks overhead,
running on tracks, and both the motion
backward and forward of the trucks
and the raising or depressing of the
hammock bv means of the chain are
controlled by the electric apparatus.
On the entrance of the patient the
hammock is lowered and he .is gently
slid from the stretcher into it. A turn
of the motor wheel lifts him, and
another turn sends him moving along
until he is directly over a tub containing water iced to the desired temperature. Then the machinery lowers him
slowly into the tub until only his face
remains above the water. Ice is packed
uround his head, and he is left there
until his temperature is lowered to a
point where it is deemed safe to take
him out. Then the machinery gently
lifts him again and transfers him to a
pullet at the side of the room. If a second iced bath is not necessary the patient is then removed to one of the adjoining wards. This method of handling is not only attended with less jarring to the patient than any other, but
it also saves the doctors and nurses
much exhaustive work, particularly in
the case of heavy putients. The apparatus was designed by Dr. Lewis A.
Stimson. attending surgeon to the

en in t'i.
called silver question. The
decision will, of course, affect the
governof the national
policy
ment only by inference. But it
sets up a principle that applies
with as much force to the transactions
of the national government as to the
Ohio state government. If the municipality of Cincinnati may not issue gold
bonds it is not clear from what source
the national treasury may get authority to issue bonds of that description.
If as assumed the Ohio court leases it
decision on the claim in the federal
constitution making gold and silver
the money of the people, any act of
congress authorizing the issue of gold
bonds by the national government
would come under the Ohio ruling.
The principle advanced by the Ohio
court is by no means new. In 1830
Daniel Webster declared gold and silver to be the money of the constitu
tion. It was not gold or silver, but
gold and silver. "The constitutioii-.i- l
standard of value," Mr. Webster sail,
"is established and cannot be overturned. To overturn it would sha to
the whole system." Webster wus imt
a supreme court, but he often m iricud
out the lines upon which the supreme
court should act San Francisco Examiner.
SILVER IN NICARAGUA.
--

The Single White Metal Ntandard
fectly Satisfactory.

1

House of Relief.

i

lht

Mat He

g.

The supreme court of Ohio has declared it unlawful for a municipal corporation to contract that its debts
shall be paid exclusively in "old. The
case aros o"ir a proposition on the
part of the trustees of the sinking
fund of the city of Cincinnati to refund a 4 per cent Interest-bearin- g
debt at 3. 05 per cent Capitalista were
ready with the money, but they insisted that the new bonds should be made
payable in gold. The case had passed
through the court of common pleas,
which ruled that the trustees were empowered to issue gold bonds. The cir

It

Per-

Señor Lacayo, of Nicaragua, who
was lately in New York, reported
prosperity and progress in his country
under the single silver standard.
Lacayo is a wealthy baulcer, and is
good authority in financial mutters.
He says that the circulating medium
of Nicaragua is silver and government
notes, and both circulate at par. TUe
government coins no gold an there is
none in the country except what is received from the United Stales, England and France.
Nicaragua, like Mexico, has found
the single silver stand r I in ever
way satisfactory.
Uru imy, t i, it
will be recoleeted, 'sus ult.il r pr,, ,pP,..
ously without any gol.l, und her
paper currency is m sound
that American travelers in tii.it c i'in-tr- y
have to submit to discount of 4 i er
cent when thov e::eluingc American
gold for Urutru ivun ) .iper.
When ii:.l.iirs ...., . i.Miies men
from Mexico, ixicmuu t and
visit New . tI and lulk to nur ('oll-bng- s
the latt V Hit 1 11 difficult to huid
up their end of the nr'utneht.' They
are mere theorists, while t! e Spanish-Americaare able to pni.it 'to the
practical workings of their financial
system, and they.nevor íü.,1 to muko
the point that they are
under it and are not the victims of
shrinkage of values which has f.il
lowed the establish me ut of the slnglt
gold standard in this country.
In our campaign of ednci'i n on the
currency question the Spu
are rendering valuu. K aid. .'.'
.

,

Whm Prosperity Will Come.
Prosperity for all the people of our
country will come when the silver
mines are tilled with busy miners, and
the mints opened to free coinage, says
an exchance.
A Decision br the Ohio Supreme Court

1,

--

I

lantu

Cwii;,.
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Powers of Congress.

The great Webster held that the congress had no power to demonetize
either gold or silver. It was a gross
usurpation when done and without
warrant of authority. What the congress has power to do under the constitution is to coin money and not to
destroy either silver or gold as money.
It has just as much right or power to
destroy gold as to destroy silver. But
it is without constitutional right to do
either.
The congress has no legal
power to discriminate against either
metal. It has no power to coin gold
or silver, but it must coin gold and silverboth coins. That is what the
constitution requires and authorizes,
and nothing beyond this.
Albany
(C.a.) Herald.
THAT TERRIBLE SPARROW.
He Is Mot Quite

Bo Hlack at Be Ii
Paluted.
Perhaps the strongest argument
against the sparrow is that he drives
uway the song birds. In certain cases
that is possibly true. When the coining
of song birds is encouraged by the
building of boxes for them to nest in
the sparrow is quite prone to oust the
song birds and to take possession of the
boxes. If he finds a tree to be particularly convenient he takes possession of
that, and so it is unfortunately true
that some of our native songsters are
rarer than they used to be.
I'nfortunately, however, says Our
Animal Friends, the sparrow is the
U'ust of the enemies of our song birds.
The bobolink has become rare in New
England, but it is the mowing machine
tind the early cutting of hay, not the
sparrow, that has driven him away, and
elsewhere it is to the small boy and to
that has got wings, that we owe the
disappearance of our song birds much
more than to the sparrow.
In Europe song birds and sparrows
thrive together, and for one song bird
that is native to the United States there
are at least ten or twenty that are
abundant in Europe. In the United
States we have few song birds, and
they ought to be protected against all
enemies, even the sparrow, but in
Europe the larks, the finches, and the
nightingales find no difficulty in living
in the neighborhood of the sparrow,
and in this country, if we would take
away the gun from the small boy and
put the purveyor of the restaurant in
jiiil. it is probable that our song birds
would flourish quite well in spite of
the sparrow.
.

Fragrant Orris Root.
French women are so passionately
fond of the sweet, clean fragrance of
orris that some of the more fastidious
among them have a bit of orris root put
in the water in which their clothes are
washed. It is related of one French
woman, that upon being reprimanded
by her father confessor for her extravagance in this particular, she said that
she was sure that if she went to perdition on its account, Satan would find
the smell of orris much pleasantcr to
his nostrils thsn sulnhur.

THE EAULK: VKI)XKSIAY,
PUNGENT

The Novel KxoiIuh

PARAGRAPHS.

Feline. The Younger One
"I
wonder if I will lose my looks, too,
when I get to your age?" The Elder
One "You would be lucky 11 you did."
Washington Star.
Customer "These trousers don't
fit just right about the hips." Tailor
"They're all right what you need
is something more in the pockets."
Chicago Uecord.
Old Cashly (giving his son a check)
"Xow bu careiul, my boy. Kcmember
a foul mi his money are soon parted."
Spend". I t :f lily "Yes, sir, and thank
you for having obliged me so prompt'
Jy."

'

i'r!ic
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Moruiona from

The most remarkable- case of
ever heard uf was at Nauvoo,
111.
When the Mormons were driven
out of Missouri by ua tinned force they
built the town of Nauvoo ou the banks
of the Mississippi. Here they erected
their temple and constructed a thriving town. Then the Illinois people
arose, burned the temple, murdered the
prophet. Joseph Smith, and the entire
community fled to Utah. Mennonites
from Russia came along and bought
the land. They had no use for the
three hundred and fifty buildings in
the town. They wanted the lund to
plant vineyards upon. They sold the
houses to a M'tssourian by the name of
Boyd for a tri.le.
"The next winter he began to put
rollers nudm the houses, slid them
down the bunks to the surface of the
frozen river, and then slid and rolled
and pushed them six miles up the river
and founded the town of Fort Mudison.
la., all except about forty of the
on the left
houses whk'h ure
bank of the river, opposite the site of
the extinct town of Nauvoo."
house-movin-

'i'il-Lu- s.

Cho'.j. "I have finished your
portrait, '.r.s. Do Fash," said the artist, "all Lvt the coloring of the face."
"A :ul why do you not finish that?" "1
waiitj.l i hear from you as to whethme to have you look
er you
healthy or merely interesting." HarA

pre-erre-

per's liuzar,
"Do you think, sir," said the girl's
Kiolher, "that you have the patience
und forbeurauce to be a kind husband?" "Madam," replied the young
man in earnest tones, "1 can put a
fourteen and a half stand-u- p collar on
a number fifteen shirt without saying
a single strong word." And she consented to the match at once. Household Words.
"I'm in a quandary," said the eminent official. "What's the matter?"
inquired his wife. "They are talking
about having a prize fight right under
my very nose. I've got to do something, or the law and order element
will be after mo." "Well, issue a proc!f
lamation forbidding it." "Yes-a- nd
I do that may be they'll go and have
the prize fight somewhere else."
Washington Star.
"Augh-waught- "
It was the baby,
the remark sixty
lie had
times in the past hour. Mr. Newleigh's
hair, sucti as it was, stood on end.
"Gwow ahwb wowbkgwow fllwaugH"
added the baby, while people living
across the street got up and closed
their windows. Mr. Newleigh took a
whetstone out of the table drawer and
"To think," he
ground his teeth.
groaned, burying his face in the pillows, "that I should grow up to
the father of a union depot train
crier!" Rockland (Mo.) Tribune.
"My doctor Is a real Joker," said a
Lewistuwn lady. "I didn't know that
my talldng bothered him when ho was
writing proscriptions until yesterday,
lie never mentioned it, and I always
asked him all sorts of questions while
ho was writing them out. Yesterday
he examined mo, and sat down to write
something. I kept talking. Suddenly
lie looked up and said: 'How has your
system been? Hold out your tongue.'
Í put out that member, and he began
to write. Ho wrote and I held out my
tongue; and when he got through he
said: 'That will do.' 'But,' said 1, 'you
haven't looked at it' 'No.' said he, 'I
didn't care to. I only wanted to keep
it still while I wrote my
o
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Tree TruiiUn 8 Filter on Ships.
Australian engineer,
A well-know- n
M. Pflster, is stated to have discovered
a remarkable properly of the trunks of
trees,
tliut of retaining the
that has filtered
suit of
through the trunk in the direction of
the fibers, lie has consequently constructed an apparatus designed to util
ize this property m obtaining potable
water for the use of ships' crews. This
apparatus consists of a pump, which
sucks up the sea water into a reservoir
and then forces it into a filter formed
by the tree trunk. As soon as the pressure reaches l.fi to 2.5 atmospheres the
water is seen at the end of from oue to
three minutes, according to the kind of
wood used, to make its exit from the
other extremity of the trunk, at first in
drops and then in fine streams, the water thus filtered being potable, freed,
in fact, from every particle of the
usual saline taste which is such a drawback to water obtained in the ordinary
manner.
seu-wut-

Whitest City In the World.
There cannot possibly be a whiter
city than Cadiz, unless it be built of
snow. The best way to appioach the
port is to take a trip on one of the
small steamers which ply between the
ports of Morocco and Spain. As you
near the coast you see in front of you
a white mass which appears to be
floating upon the water, just as you
are. The first thought of a foreigner
is that he is in sight of an iceberg. The
white mass, glittering in the sun and
rendered more dazzling by the blue
sky and sea, looks exactly like a
monster ice mountain partly melted, so
that outlines of castles and hills appear upon it; but only for a second
does the illusion lust, for you know
there are no icebergs in that part, and
you arc quickly informed that you are
looking at Cadiz. No other town in
the world presents such a limbic
pearaiKe.

TOO MANY

GIRLj.

Uo In Chía

What The

When 8uoh

It

the Caia.
As
work, the Chinaman
has won a fair reputation; but he is undoubtedly wrong on the woman question. A correspondent of Frank Leslie's Monthly tells of her Chinese servant's peculiar conduct when twin girls
were born to the household.
Sue Kung had been with us three
years, when twin daughters blessed
our home. He came in to look at them,
and laid a new coin on their pillows
mil some tiny cups under the crib, and
then asked: "Him girls or she boys?"
We said, two girls. His face was a
study, and wildly waving his hands,
with the gesture of wringing the neck
of a fowl, he said:
"Too much girlie; ling hims neck in
Too much girlie cost too
China.
mucliee; allee time want nice clothes.
Too much boys good, 'cause they makee
muchee money in the banks."
When ho came in the next morning
he said: "Me likee you belly (very)
much, but me no likee to stay in any
pi ace where hira gettee two girlies allee
same time."
He made us numerous and elegant
presents, such as beautifully embroidered mantel draperies and highly colored silk handkerchiefs, and some pretty china trinkets and ornaments for
"them too much girlies," and left our
jmploy.
maid-of-a-

ll

larrluc

Hbnfti of I'ulp.

New uses are being constantly found
for wood pulp, says an exchange. One
of the latest devices is the manufacture
of carriage shafts, wood pulp (in conjunction with iron) being the chief material, with a covering of leather. Patents for the invention have been taken
out in France, England and Belgium,
und it is claimed that the shafts are
very strong and unbreakable, a point
regarded a important, so far as safety
of passengers is concerned.
These
shafts are already In use in Paris, and
they are appreciated by cab owners,
not only for their strength, but for
their comparative cheapness.
A Neat Rejoinder.
On a crowded elevator a young wom-

an arose, upon the entrance of an
elderly one, and with a wave of the
hand toward the seat, which the newcomer seemed reluctant to accept, said:
"Age before beauty." "Thank yon,"
was the reply, as the newcomer
dropped into the seat; "but one would
need glasses to see the beauty." "Perhaps," was rejoined, quietly; "but none
would be required to sec the age."
A

Napoleon Anecdote.

e
When Napoleon was a student at
he happened to be asked by one
of the examiners the following question: "Supposing you were In an invested town threatened with starvation,
how would you supply yourself with
provisions?" "From the enemy," replied the sublieutenant of artillery;
and this answer so pleased the examiners that thoy passed him without fur-thquestioning.
Bri-enn-
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The Dollar Should
uve a Permanency
That 1 Not i.laturbe.l by Legislation.
.

The unit by which either quantity or
value is measured, hhould be fixed and
unchangeable.
The inch, foot, yard
and rod should be the same from year
to year and from age to age. They
should neither be lengthened
nor
shortened. The same number of feet
of lumber should be in the pile when
taken down for use that was put into
it The bolt of cloth should measure
the same yards that it did when folded,
though it has been wrapped up for
twenty . years. The farm should
measure the same rods, feet and
inches that it did as recorded
in the patent from the government received by the great grandfather. The liquid measures, barrel,
gallon, quart and pint, and the
weights, ton, pound and ounce, must
remain the same, or endless confusion
will result in the measures of quantities.
The dollar, the unit of value, should
have a permanency that is not disturbed by legislation and that no ordinary variation in the production --of
nature would affect. It should remain
the same from age to ae, that vested
funds muy be safe and stable and that
long tenures like land rentals or
railroad leases may not be disturbed. ..
In this connection a portion, at least,
of the famous letter of John .Sherman,
dated May 18, 18Ü7, may be quoted with
approval. This letter was written to
Samuel B. Rugbies, the commissioner
appointed by the United States to the
monetary conference then in session in
Paris. In this letter he strongly urges
a single gold standard coin of uniform
weight, as a unit among the nations
represented. The franc had been suggested and the possibility of making
the weight of our dollar conform to
the weight of the
coin in
gold; this would slightly reduce its
weight. On this point he says plainly:
"We will have 6ome difficulty in adjusting existing contracts with the
new dollar; but as contracts are now
bused upon the fluctuating value of
paper money, even the reduced dollar
in coin will have more purchasable
We can
value than our currency.
easily adjust the reduction with the
public crelitors in the paymont or conversion of their securities, while private creditors might bo authorized to
recover upon the old standard. All
these are matters of detail, to which I
hope the commission will direct their
ar

five-fra-

attention."

Money as a medium of exchange
merely represents value and conveys
that representation. It need not have
value in itself. The vehicle that is
employed to convey precious goods may
le of little worth. The value lies in
the goods' conveyed. The medium of
transportation is possibly thrown
away as worthless when the goods are
received.
When an article Is sold, a note may
be given. by the buyer to the seller, on
which is certified the value of the article. Any amount great or small, may
be
it; its
written in
power
"cs in the butu which it rep
.

resents. The seller receiving It may
pass' it, for articles he needs, to another
seller, who, In turn, may pass It to another, and he to another; thus the same
note may be the medium of many exchanges; especially is this the case
when the original giver of the note is
well known, and knowu to be reliable
and honorable. And if every man
were known to be unfailingly honest
and responsible, these individual notes
would be all the medium of exchange
necessary. As a matter of fact a very
large portion of our business is now
transacted in this way. The clearing
bouses are but the stated exchanging
of the notes and checks and drafts of
individuals and corporations that were
given for this purpose, and the proposed international clearing house
will be the exchanging on a colossal
hcale of these representations of value
between parties of all lands.
A Tale of Two Nations
It is very convenient, however, to
have these notes already made out to should be read by every
represent different values, and to have
an indorser well known and of recog- one who has read Coin's
nized responsibility, so that exchanges
can be made quickly, accurately and Financial School.
safely. Money is, therefore, issued by
The book can be obtained
the government representing such values, that any transactions, great or free by any subscriber to
small, may be arranged wkhfacility.
Tin?
who pays a
Coin is metal stamped to represent
values; the copper with which we make year's subscription in adexact change is very common material,
will open the
yet the government stamp makes one vance.
hundred of them represent a dollar; eyes of thousands who are
the nickel is stamped to represent
of a dollar, and silver and unacquainted with the pargold stamped represent, one, five, ten
or twenty dollars. The material of ticulars concerning the dewhich coin, as a medium of exchange, monetization of silver.
is made is of no importance. It may
Send in your subscripbe iron, copper, nickel, silver, gold,
aluminum or any other metal. It is
the stamp upon the metal, as upon the tion today..
paper, that determines the representation of value it shall carry; just as
SILVER'S CHAMPÍOii"
truly as the date, amount and signature of an individual's note determines
THE .
'what it shall represent and convey.
Coins are not necessary and are not ROCKY
NEWS
MOUNTAIN
popular as a medium of exchange.
KHtHltlnlieil
IHAtt.
Paper
currency,
such as bank
gold
and
bills, silver
certificates,
checks and
drafts,
are
TKRMS OF SUBSniPTION.
much more convenient and desirable.
Money in the form of coin has its use
(IX ADVANCE.)
as a measuro of values.but asa medium
t
of trade it
just as well remain
DAILY.
carefully and safely Ktoro l in the treasOut)
IT.fiO
ury vaults. From Rev. J. C Elliott's
your, by mull
IÍ.1
Six month liy mull
"These Hard Times."

ATALE
TWO
NATIONS.

f

Baglk
It

th

mi-.'li-

tint

Cn'.liiln.

Three months by mull

1.1HJ

U!
One month by mall..:..
southern exchange thinks that tho Sunday
iMiitiim, (1;! paos.) year
K.W
arguments of tiie gold stundard editors
Dally Ki.illuiis Include the Sunday.
and speakers are very inconsistent
with each other. They aro liUe trains
WEEKLY;
going in opposite directions, under full
head of. 8 ten in, on the same track
31.00
year, by mull, lii advance
Their arguments on one line answer Onu
Pinnule copies of either edition on
their arguments on another line.
Briefly stmod.
The fall in prices of the products of
labor double the amount of every debt Tho News Is the only consistent champion
that you owe. It takes just twice as of silver In tho west, and should be In every
many pounds of cotton to pay a debt home In tho west, and In tho hands of every
under the gold standard, as it did miner and business man In New Mexico.
when silver was being coined. Is any
Send In your subscriptions lit once.
more argument needed? Statesbor-oug- h
All communications must lie addressed tu
(Qa.) Star.
News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
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STRAIGHTfciNU

FRICAN KIN.ÑS.

Secret of u New Orleans Woman for Satisfying Vanity of Colored Iteantlei.

"I abominate

straight hair,"

ex-

claims the Caucasian beauty, and "1
hate kinks," groans the fascinating lady
of color. So, forthwith, the mind feminine starts out in search of ways and
means to make kinks come and to make
kinks go.
With glue, papillottes, plaiting and
burning the maiden of the straight
locks endeavors to make her head
adornment take on graceful waves,
while her sister of the dusky hue
dreams of the day when kinks will be
under control.
In times past the lady of color was
wont to divide her woolly appendage
into many little tufts, which were
drawn as straight as possible, and
tightly wrapped with cord or shoe
string. It is true this gave the head a
porcuniny appearance during six days
of the week, but on Sunday a visible
parting and symmetrical topknot repaid the damsel for her week of suffer-itif- f
to bo beautiful.
liiit. nowadays, the "new woman"
among the
cannot appear tit the lecture, the woman's club
or the soci'ty meetings wiVi the horny
week-daheads of the past. "Necessity
is the mother of invention," fits this case
as so many others. A secret has been
discovered for not only straightening
out the kinks, but to keep them
straightened out for six months at a
y

t

ime.

The secret is in the possession of an
enterprising colored woman, who makes
her home In New Orleans, and who, it is
said, does ti thriving business in smoothing out the knotty tresses of her sisters. As she gets Ave dollars a head,
and there is no lack of trade, this kink
specialist has a veritable bonanza.
d
In this.one respect, at least, the
would-b- e
beauty has the add
vantage of the
belle, who
aspires to rippling hair. While the
former has to undergo hair manipula-tio- u
but once in six months the latter's
locks have to suiter dailv treatment.
A DISCOURTEOUS LAWYER.
dark-skinne-

pale-face-

He Did Not Art Like a Gentleman from
Virginia.

In Kentucky an unfortunate merchant saw bankruptcy confronting
him, and to save a portion of his property he invoked the name of his wife
and tho assistance of a friend. The
creditors instituted proceedings to recover certain property, and in tho
course of the proceedings his friend,
a native of Virginia, was put upon the
stand. All went well, says tho Louisd
ville Post, until tho witness was
to a rigid
by a
lawyer, himself a native of Virginia.
The witness went blundering along at
y
such a rate that his lawyer felt it
to interfere and tell him that ho
was not required to answer questions
which would criminate himself.
After the close of the ease, which resulted disastrously for our accommodating friend from Virginia, ha expressed indignation nt the huinili-.itioto which he had been subjected. "I
was never in rav life treated with so
sub-iecte-

n

nec-essur-

licJe courtesy." he

HTOP.K.TJ

'i

Maid.

Hi.

1

Otllrlal Directory.

,,:

ing counsel did not act at all like n
gentleman, sir. I expected entirely
different treatment,
especially as I
learned that he was from Virginia, and
he knew I was from that state. No,
sir, in the old days no Virginia gentle
man, sir, would cause another Virginia
gentleman the slightest embarrassment
because of so paltry a .natter, nor
would ho seek bv set interrogatories to
make him contradict himself. No, sir,
it is unpardonable, sir, and aU for the
purpose of increasing the. dividends of
a few Yankee clients whom he never
saw. I am convinced, sir, that your
lawyer never came from Virginia at
all, sir; he must have come from West
Virginia."
.
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II. Ilarllee, Silver City,
In a recent issue of the Journal of A.
II. M. Dauuherty, Socorro,
the German Palestine society. Prof. A. A. Jones, bus Vcirus.
Gelzer, of Jena, discussed an interest- - John l'r.inklln. Eddy,
Librarian
ing tombstone discovered at Cesárea. ' u s ciuncv.
Clerk Supreme Court
in Palestine, and which first appeared E. II. BernunmSuperlnteiidcnt Penlteiitliir: S
in the Revue Bibliqne. published at Je- r
muei
Auditor
rusalem. The inscription reads: "Mon- Marcelino Gurelu,
Supt. of School
A mudo (have.,
ument belonging to (or dedicated to) M. S. Hart.
Coal Oil Inspector
Mary and Lazarus." The language is
I

.1

,

.

II MM

V

An Interesting Tombstone
Palentino.

m'"'Z

Greek, and the inscription dates from
the fourth or fifth century. The original editors, the Dominicans of Jerusalem, thought that it was merely a monument of two persons by the names of
Mary and Lazarus. Gelzer, however,
is of opinion that the Biblical persons
of these names were intended, especially also in view of the fact that
Mary's name precedes that of Lazarus,
lie draws attention to the fact that in
tho first half of the fifth century the
discovery of apostles' and prophets'
tombs was "a flourishing and manifestly ulso a lucrative branch of industry." At that period it was claimed
that the bodies of Joseph, Samuel,
Zaehariah, John the Baptist, and other
Biblical men were found, and many of
these pseudo relics were transported to
the capital city of Christendom, Con- suinunopie. it is not itnpossioie tnat
at this period also the pretended
re- ,
.
., .
!
' .
mums
ui .itoo sister anai orotner irom
Bethany were transported to Cesárea,
which in the
period
i. e., down to 451 was the
center of the church in Palestine.
M

.
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make, sugar Sweeter.
Who would think of making sugar
sweeter by the addition of salt? Such,
however, is asserted to be the case by
Prof. Atintz at a late meeting of tho
Physiological society of Berlin. From
his experiments he finds, that if to a
solution of sugar there be added a
slight amount of salt and water so weak
that it excites no saline taste, there- suit is extra sweetening of the sugared
The weakest of quinine solu- tion is said to produce a practically
result. The explanation given
of the above seeming incongruity is
that the ever so feeble saltness or bit--,
terness imparts an increased sensibilitv
to the sensation of taste bv the aimul-- 1
taneous stimuli, and hence an appre- elation of adilitio.::il sweetness.
Halt

w

Geo. I), Jones.
NKPAIITMBNT.

8ti Qo()r)() R,,uson
Uor an itralley

ySZS.

W. K.

chief

Assistant Chief
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Silver City 1'ost Olllce.
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WAR
UOÜS FOR
Trained to carry Aimuunltlun and to
Heck Out the Wounded In Itattle.
Some very interesting experiments as
to the utility of war dogs were recent-l- y
with the Dresmade in
den internaW. v dog show on the
race course near Í . esden, says a foreign
exchange. A company was supposed
to be covering some transports of
horses against an imaginary enemy.
In order to do this more effectually
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! Jus L. Rlddi'ty Enciiinpnieut No. 1. ineels
theSd and 4th Wednesdays of eaeli month.
IsitliiK pat riarchs cordially Invited.
E. Atkins, C. I'.
.1. .1. Km.i.v. Scrlls'.
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writer, Teheng-Ki-Tohdescribes Chinese chess as a game of
patience. It is played with three hunI u. U. I'.
pawns, and the
1. Isaac Tiffany Lode. No, :. meets at Odd dred and sixty-on- e
l ellows
player sometimes deliberates half an
Hull. ilunk Imlldinir. Thursday
MemlH'rsof t he order eordiaHv Invited to al lend.
r. I'. .Iovks.'X. (. hour before moving one of them. Literary men and ladies are said to be
Cli.utl.KS i. ItKl.l,. See'y.
fond of it. ami what sounds more likei u.u. r.
I t Helen
Loilce. Xo. 7. Kchckuh
ly, "people wlio have retired from
Hetfree
Meetings-seco- nd
anil rourlh I'lidav iiIl'IiIs in
There are three sounds,
each month, lit hull of I, S. Tllniuv'l.odirc Xo. business."
lU. Hani; liiiilillutr.
Mhs.M.A.Ciu'uikiis.X.U. the writer says, which help to turn
Miss I'kaui, Hotsiix. See'y
one's thoughts toward what is pure and
OKI'.
I'
delicate; the sound of fulling water, the
I
Meets-and II li Tuesday nl'.'hls of each
month, at uddlVllows Hall. Visiliuir Kniirhts murciar of wind in the trees, and the
.
,, V him. i . r rnUl" of ."h-Invited.
.1. .1. .MU'UIIM.V. K. If A
.
t tli
'I ching (l n:.st e,
In ' Ii 'ii
A Chinese

ss

.

I". W.

;.'n.
i

'U Vi

.,f

i.i

yvin-riv-

.. a
,.,)

winHlciittt-- r
let ii'.i!
,i,
iiiwiiiiltiiu t'.ii :.

,:"o, ,i, to,
day's work tnuiitl two young men there
playing chess, lie stopped to look on.
ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE and presently became deeply interested, and alter awhile one of the playJIAILnOAi) Ttl.E TAIiLli.
In Elfoiit Ant). 4, ly3.
ers gave him a piece of candied fruit to
eat.
Xo. KM,
Xo. mfi.
The game grew more and more exArrives.
DKSTINATION.
Departs.
citing. The woodcutter forgot his work,
anil sat hour after hour with his eyes
1:15 p. in,
ll:.Vi ii. in.
Silver City
on the board. At last lie happened to
:ltl "
lí:ÍS p. til.
DemlliK
"
1:!:IIT
a, in.
look at his ax. The handle of it liad
15
IU:
1:41) p. in.
a. tu.
Xutt
rotted away.
"
U: 10
"
Rincón
S:Si
::m
"
Las 'races
"
4:.Vi
That frightened him. He jumped up
F.I
7:4(1 p. ni.
4:lo a. m.
I'aso
and
hastened down the mountain tothe
Leaves.
n i l ve.
village.
Alas, among all f.ie pcoplo of
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Europe.
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panied by dogs, were sent forward to
A.
ATTURXEY AT LAW.
watch the approach of the enemy.
LMslilct Attorney for Counties of liriint They advanced about a mile and a
anil Sierra.
SILVER CITY
x. m. quarter, whilst keeping up communication with the company by means of
I OHM M. filXX.
the dogs. In this way the company
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Will practice In all I he Courts of the was kept fully informed as to the
movements of the enemy, and could
Territory.
HLVEU CITY
X. M. stop the transport of horses in good
time before the attack.
p T..I'1IILLII'S.
V .
PHYSICIAN AXI SI' RliEOX.
The same dogs were also used for
Cilice, at Kailey's dru
Store. Room's at carrying ammunition to the firing line,
Or. Ilallcy's residence.
each dog being provided for this purSILVER CITY
X. M.
pose with a kind of saddle holding
U'lLLIAMS
til LltKRT,
about three hundred cartridges. The
' PHYSICIANS A N I SIMMiKONS.
animals will go along the lines, stopUlllee In llroailway
.
ping in front of every man, who takes
SILVER CITY
X. .M.
the number of cartridges he requires.
When the ammunition is exhausted the
SECRET SOCIETIES.
dog will hurry back to receive a fresh
J) A.M.
II. Silver City Chapter. Xo. 3. Masonic supply, and thereupon resume the disHall. Regular convocations on :id Wednes-la- y tribution.
evening; of each inonlli. All eouipanlons
The dogs are also trained to find the
Invited to alleiiil.
E. disprove, II. I'.
I'erry It. Lady, See'y.
wounded and attract the attention of
l'.& A. M.
the ambulance men in various ways,
A, Silver City Lodc. Xo. K. Meets lit Mason- some
remaining near the man and
ic Hall, over Silver City Xafl Hank, the
hursday eveiilnu on or licforc the full moon barking until assistance arrives, some
each month. All visit ni; hrot hers Invited to running olí to find an ambulanceman
Mtivml.
t;. ltKN.t:rr. W. M.
and lead him to the spot, and others
I'kiikv It. Lady. Sec'v.
taking the man's forage cap or tearing
E. S.
0 Sil VHP t 'It .v I'll. nit.. V..
í
V
'I
l.......
......
...
away a piece of his clothing and carryevery st a nd :(d Tuesday In each month at
noisome nun. .tuts.
u. I , AllltKN. W. .M. ing it to the attendants.
Mlts. Xk.i.I.V H. Lady. See'y.
RIP VAN WINKLE IN CHINA.
I U.U.K
He Slopped to ateli a Lengthy tiauie of
A

the street he recognized not one, and
he found on inquiry that several centuries had passed since he started out
with his ax.

The bicycle, according to the London
triumphant way
into the most exclusive and impenetrable circles of society. Among royal
ladies, the first convert was the beautiful Queen Margherita of Italy, who is
such an enthusiastic wheel-woma- n
that
the cycling club of Milan recently presented her with a golden bicycle the
first in the world. Her everyday wheel,
however, is of English make.
The duchess of Aosta was among the
earliest of women riders, and it is said
was taken to task for it by the king,
her uncle, but succeeded in converting
both hitn'and the queen before the matter was ended. The young queen of
Holland rides, while the princess of
Wales and her daughters ride tricycles
at Sandringham, and even appeared in
the parks of Denmark on tandem tri-

Queen, is pushing its

'

cycles.

With such high examples, of course,
the ladies of the nobility are not left
behind; and some of them possess very
beautiful wheels of ivory or silver plate
and oxidized metal. Lady Dudley owns
one enameled in white, with lining of
blue and gold, and ivory handles. Hut
with all this magnificence these ladies
probably reap no more pleasure or
benefit than the untitled American who
spins along democratic roads on a plain
black and nickel wheel, the equal for
the time being of any duchess or queen
of them all.
BACK

YARDS ARE WASTED.

Old Gardener TelU Haw the Space Cao
He Well Utillied.
An old gardener told a Cincinnati

reporter that the most wonderful thing about city folks is their ignorance of what they could do with the
little stripsof ground surrounding their
houses, and especially with their buck
yards. "They are not big enough for
lawns," said he, ''so mo.st people just
use them to walk on, but if they had
some gumption they coul l enjoy many
a gardeu delicacy of their own raising.
A strip twenty feet long ami a fool
wide against the wall would furnish
enough grapes for two tocat. The next
foot would supply them w Ii news: Uv.
nfvt veiMi b mis; rline ; t. : b r,,iti
in-niel ii ni i is in! lett no;, i i
i
Times-Sta- r

I

nl I he iiiiil'ciil'lli'l''. in 1,
of gooseberries; another

'
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Inc.
.i
fiHit in width
i,

would supply all the strawberrie ..
foot raspberries;
ii not her
another,
blackberries; another a month's supply
of potatoes; another, sweet potatoes;
another with several fine messes of
corn, and so ou. There are ten feet
planted, but give what I have named
twenty feet, as almost any city backyard could do, and they would grow
wonderfully. A hack yard twenty by
twenty would raise plenty of smail
truck for two people, yet how many
back yards are wasted'"

